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Robert Brasington

groundzerokites@tassie.net.au
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Ian Flewellen
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Malcolm Dick
P.O. Box 615

Devonport 7310

Treasurer
David Geer
PO Box 22

Rosny Park 7018
dave.geer@bigpond.com

Committee
Chris Thomas 

Avril Flewellen
Flocky Bock 

Rodger Willows

Newsletter Editor

Avril Flewellen
6425 2242

flewellen@tasmail.com

Website Manager

Izzy Von Lichten

Life Members

Helma Stevenson
Kent Stevenson
David Chandler

Membership Fees

Single $20
Family $25
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1st Sunday of the month
Queen’s Domain – Hobart

12pm onwards
Rodger Willows   0427 278 640

2nd Sunday of the month
Meercroft Park – Devonport

2pm onwards
Dot Priestly   6424 4803

3rd Sunday of the month
Binalong Bay Beach – St Helens

10am onwards
Robert Brasington  6376 1667

4th Sunday of the month
Show Ground – West Ulverstone

2pm onwards
Avril & Ian Flewellen  6425 2242
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Welcome to my last edition of Taskite.

Coverage this issue of the Bothwell 
Highland Spin-In, the Ulverstone fly day 
and the KFT Workshop.  Also the 
conclusion to Flocky’s informative article 
on scaling and projection.  

**********************************
Thanks to all who have helped during my 
time as Editor with provision of articles, 
photos and other items for publication.  I’d 
like to thank Avril for taking over the reins 
and once again to encourage you all to 
contribute.  It is your newsletter and the 
more you are able to put into it, the more 
we’ll all get out of it.

Thanks again… . �
��. �
��. �
��. �
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The club has a number of resources that you may 
find interesting and helpful.

There are back issues of the magazines and kiting 
association newsletters and CD-Roms.

These contain many interesting photos articles and 
kite plans.

To borrow, or place a hold on, any items please 
contact Avril Flewellen 6425 2242 (home) and she 
will organise your “loan”.
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I thought I would write a few paragraphs to express my gratitude for everybody's company and 
shared knowledge at the recent weekend at Camp Clayton.

It is no secret that I was in favour of a communal kite theme for this workshop but let me be the 
first to state that I found the mix of not only different kites being made, different materials, and 
the different stages of construction, being a great environment in which to learn but also from 
others willing to share knowledge.

I won't go into details of who was making what, as I am sure someone else will have done that, 
but I do need to thank Flocky for having the patience to take me through the A to Z of silver 
soldering aluminium.  The result being, that I ended up with a set of dihedrals to enable me to 
attempt my own version of a Jimmy Pentagon kite now that I have the vital joiners.

Thanks again Flocky and all those who combined together to make for a great weekend.

Keep looking up
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What was looking to be wash and blow out based on weather forecasts for the weekend, turned 
out to be a rewarding little fly for the brave and hardy souls who faced the elements face on!

Linden & Sheryl, David & Barbara, Julia & Dory and Diane & myself joined a small but 
enthusiastic group of young local kite flyers on the Bothwell High School oval.  The bad 
weather held off for the whole day and the wind was steady especially once you got your kite 
above the tree level of the schools wind break.

It was a great day with the colourful and intricate displays of spinning, weaving and many other 
associated crafts on display.  There were quite a number of local, national and international craft 
enthusiasts at the spin-in plying and showing off their handiwork. 

A kite flying/making competition was organised by the spin-in committee and judged by KFT in 
conjunction with a representative of the organisers. Local youngster, Will Campbell of Bothwell 
[pictured], flew his kite all morning and was awarded first prize in the kite flying competition 
winning a tissue fighter kite and a voucher for a free 12 month family membership of KFT.
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Thanks to all those who turned up to fly on 
the day, we had a great little relaxing fly and I 
know our efforts were appreciated by the 
spin-in organisers.

I'd like to thank Marcia Brown from the spin-
in committee for inviting us to this great bi-
annual event, we had a great time and enjoyed 
the spin-in displays and atmosphere.
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I had so much fun last year I decided to go again and sample the hospitality of the Kite Flyers of 
Tasmania. Their annual workshop was organised at Camp Clayton, a Christian camp just out of 
Ulverstone in the north of Tasmania . With a good piece of planning, I was able to book some 
cheap Jetstar flights direct from Adelaide to Hobart, spend a night at Rodger Willows'place in 
Hobart, a night at Flocky's place at Biralee, Saturday night at the camp, one more night with 
Rodger and then back to Adelaide in time for work Monday morning. Pretty neat eh ?

As I said, I enjoyed last year's workshop at Bicheno I had no hesitation in deciding to come 
back down again. There was no workshop theme kite, but was left for participants to bring their 
own projects along to work on. I had three projects with me, a 15 metre ribbon tail made 
entirely from scrap pieces of ripstop, a winged conyne style kite that no-one has been able to 
name for me yet, and a new kite that I thought resembled a bee. I say I thought, as there were 
some that thought it looked like a turtle, I mean, how could it be ? A turtle with wings - it just 
doesn't compute. More about my bee kite later.

Perhaps I should start at the beginning .....

I flew in to Hobart on Thursday around 3 pm. While waiting for Rodger to finish work, I 
walked around the city for a while, then settled down for a coffee and a read of the paper. I met 
up with Rodger just after 5pm and after dropping my luggage off at his place, we headed off to 
the Fish Frenzy down on the wharf for dinner. Fantastic local fish and chips and a quick trip for 
coffee and chocolate at North Hobart and it was an enjoyable night. The night was chilly and 
there was snow on the mount when we woke next morning. We packed and set off 
reasonable early, heading for Launceston. Called in to see Allison, Rodger's friend and we had a 
pleasant picnic lunch at Cataract Gorge. Pleasant day, pleasant food and pleasant company. 
soon after lunch, we set off for Biralee to call and see Flocky. I watched Flocky solder up some 
new carbon spar cutting tools, saw how Flocky uses his Autocad program to draw up plans for 
kites, and also received a valuable copy of Flocky's formula book. What a useful tool that is for 
those who are serious kite designers. Also, as anyone knows who has been their, exploring 
Flocky's place is pretty much like going on a treasure hunt.

Up bright and early and off to Ulverstone, with a mandatory Rodger stopover at the Anver's 
chocolate factory. A quick stop at Devonport, where Rodger showed me the festival site, a 
quick look at Ulverstone, because I'm a tourist and we finally arrived at Camp Clayton at 
around 11.00am.

People turned up gradually and it was good to catch with old friends again. Avril and Ian, 
David, Izzy, Rob and Tracey, Flocky and Rodger. New acquaintances for me Dot and Izzy's 
friend Sarah. It wasn't long before the sewing machines were set up and things started humming 
along at the workshop.
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Some of the projects being worked on were :

Dot was making a ground anchor lady bug, David a pair of nicely appliquéd serpent kites with 
organza tails, Avril and Ian were working on a dice box kite, Izzy and Sarah I had a couple of 
kites on the go, Rob and Tracey experimented with fabric in a small modified sode kite, Flocky 
instructed willing participants on how to solder aluminium to make up special spar joiners for a 
"clown" kite. Rodger started out with the intention of just being social, but wasn't long before he 
found himself heading into town and coming back with some Sylvester the Cat car sunshades 
made of tyvek. He spent the rest of the afternoon producing a fighter kite and a small delta porta 
style kite, very cleverly using only the materials from the sunshade. (This included aluminium 
spars, the pockets, and a fuzzy tail). The only thing that wasn't part of the original sun shade was 
the bridles. So even Rodger got his kite making "fix" during the weekend.

During the day, there were comments made about a powerful smell in the kitchen of the camp 
house, early risers Sunday morning discovered the source as a dead rat under the fridge. Things 
were a lot more comfortable during the workshop Sunday. More kite making, more flight tests 
(my bee failed), and finally the AGM occurred after lunch Sunday. A separate report I'm sure 
will be made about the AGM.

Malcolm Dick arrived for lunch on the Sunday, bringing with a big box of miniature kites he 
has been making up. All sorts, eddys, traditional Asian kites, butterflies, birds, dragonflies etc 
etc .. all very nicely decorated by Malcolm, mostly with water colours. He kindly offered his 
miniatures around and invited people to select one and take with them. I selected a seagull with 
a neat little balsa wood line winder. Since getting home I have been inspired to start making my 
own miniatures, and have three under way already.
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So what was did the workshop achieve ? Lots of good stuff !!

Camaraderie and fun amongst people who have a common interest in kites. Catching up with 
friends.

Some of the members finished another kite or kites for their kite bags.

Some of the members learned some new tips that will help them in their future kite making 
pursuits. I know Dot learned that some sewing machines just don't sew ripstop nylon as good as 
others. She also learnt about the benefits of using double sided tape to hold pieces in place while 
you are sewing. David, Rob and Tracey experimented with incorporating fabrics other than 
ripstop nylon into kites. A few of us learnt how to make a jig and solder up aluminium tube 
from Flocky. Rodger learnt that car sunshades make pretty good kites.

Some of the members will hopefully have been inspired to try something new with their kite 
making pursuits. I know I have !

I'll be back next year ! (all being well).
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There were brisk but consistent winds blowing at Ulverstone so Avril and I agreed to meet with 
Rob and Tracey Brassington just after lunch for our usual club fly before Kites at the Bluff 
Festival.   Ken Linn came with Tracey and Robert, and was soon out playing with an early 
model jester that was doing just as Ken told it to.  Flocky had beaten us all there to test fly 
something? - but mainly to put out his freshly painted kite stakes that needed to dry before they 
made it to the kite auction that night.  A bit of a mix up with Dot, but she headed down to the 
park on her scooter with “Wags” in tow, and was soon set up to fly.  It wasn’t long before our 
“Big Island” members Graham and Carol Gurney arrived.

Half an hour later we were running around looking to see who had brought a camera as the sky 
was a beautiful display of colour.  Graham gets full credit for the great photos.  Rob and Tracey 
flew their cathedral window delta with 2 mesmerizing spinners turning at a constant pace.    
Carol and Graham set up a pink and purple 6-point star and their new teddy bear.  I set up one of 
our bols and after a few gratefully accepted suggestions re rigging and anchoring had that 
spinning for an hour or so.  We attracted 3 little spectators who could not keep their hands and 
bodies out of contact with the bol- so with no parental reprimand coming, the bol went back into 
the bag.  Avril’s three new Ladybugs made their official debut, but unfortunately attracted the 
same little hands and bodies but the bugs were a bit more resilient.  A box kite and a couple of 
Flocky’s creations completed the scene.  A nice relaxed couple of hours flying and socialising 
saw the afternoon pass too quickly.  It was soon time to pack up kites, ladybugs and semi-dry 
kite stakes and head to Ken and Greta’s for BBQ and auction.

At the BBQ Roger Willows exhibited his fighter kite skills by flying a kite, from his seat in the 
back yard just to keep us entertained.  The auction was a success as usual, with plenty of items 
for sale, and everybody left with a bargain.  Thanks go to Ken and Greta Linn for the use of 
their home again this year.

Keep looking up!
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2. Modification Scaling

Despite of the previously explained limitations on modelling most kites are quite tolerant to 
scaling. The Cody for example flies from a 6cm miniature version up to a 6 m giant, a range 
from 1:100. But other kites, which only fly in a limited wind window to start of with, can 
become real mongrels when only slightly modified. Further limitations may enter first. Scaled 
down kites might become too heavy or tend to spin. When scaling up, since the area and with it 
the pressure forces go up with the square of the scale factor, it soon becomes difficult to find 
strong enough spars. 

The rules of geometrical similarity are:

1. 1.  All linear dimensions are stretched (or shrunk) by the same ratio (scale factor)

2. 2.  All angles remain the same. (check)

There are several ways to proceed.

Numerically. From the drawing or by measuring the existing kite take the length of each spar 
or other important dimension and multiply it by the scale factor. For example:

Half size:  scale factor 1/2=0.5 

or old spar 1.2m;new spar 1.45m:   scale factor   1.45/1.20=1.208

I am of the old school and find the slide rule most convenient for this tedious task. You only 
have to set the proportion once and then read off all other measurements directly.

However a pocket calculator with the scale factor stored in  M+ is just as good.
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Graphically.  If you have no calculating aid in the field or in the workshop this graphical 
method is fast and accurate. Let’s say you intend to scale up the spar as above from 120cm to 
145cm to fully use the fabric. On a large sheet of cardboard, ply or masonite draw a horizontal. 
Draw a vertical and mark on it 120cm and 145cm as shown. With a long straight edge or string 
establish two falling lines from a common 0-point (nail) which is far enough out so the lines rise 
at about 30 degrees. Any other vertical is now divided in the proportion of the scale factor. So if 
the old spine for example was 165cm, the new one will be199cm. The beauty of this method is 
that you can mark new and old spar directly alongside each other without having to measure 
them numerically by ruler. Scaling downwards is analog.

Original, ex. Berlin                             This one flies very well                   Not yet build

By Computer. If you are fortunate enough to have the kite plan with dimensions already on 
the computer in any of the technical drafting formats just enter the scale command with the 
appropriate factor and the machine will do the transformation including measurements. If the 
printout afterwards is to small export the drawing into a different format like emf. or coral draw 
and zoom the whole picture by dragging a corner. This will now not affect the measurement 
numbers.

3. Projection

To work with graphic design optical methods are very effective. For my rokkaku as an example 
I took a photograph of daughter Hazel’s shadow, cast by a low setting sun onto a bed sheet, and 
mounted the negative as slide. With an old fashioned dia-projector I scaled it up to the full size 
and marked it out on white paper. The cut-out then served as template for dying.
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Since the arrival of electronic presentation a flood of surplus epidiascopes ex schools has 
appeared on the second hand market. Grab one if you can (including spare bulb). They are very 
useful since all you have to do is copy the original via photocopier onto astralon. Then you can 
work on it with grease pen or ink at a reasonable size to get a projectable A4 positive.

If you are lucky enough to have access to electronic projection, a large plotter or have the 
patience to reassemble a stack of partial printouts, scanning in and scaling up of a graphic can 
of course be done on computer.

And last not least the old-fashioned transfer, freehand with the help of gridlines, is perhaps the 
most efficient (and rewarding) and always works, even when there is a power failure.
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